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Introduction

- What is Immersion and why is it important?

- To be immersed is to feel surrounded, completely and utterly involved and to feel like you 
are really experiencing something whether it be there or not.



Why is virtual reality so relevant?
Virtual reality, or rather it’s concept has potentially been around for a long time but 
has recently been made more accessible for the everyday consumer.



What is Immersion?
Feeling involvement as the user in the virtual world, intelligently designed by 

experts. Unique combinations where the user can immerse as well as interact 

with the simulations is known as Telepresence



Types of Immersion

● Tactical immersion: Tactical immersion is experienced when performing tactical 

operations that involve skill. Players feel "in the zone" while perfecting actions that 

result in success.

● Strategic immersion: Strategic immersion is more cerebral, and is associated with 

mental challenge. Chess players experience strategic immersion when choosing a 

correct solution among a broad array of possibilities.

● Narrative immersion: Narrative immersion occurs when players become invested in a 

story, and is similar to what is experienced while reading a book or watching a movie.



Depth of Information
Amount of Data received by the user. Depth of information can necessarily 

include anything and everything starting from the resolution of the display unit, 

the graphics quality, the effectiveness of the audio and video etc.



Breadth of Information
Any virtual environment can be designated as having a wider breadth of information 
whenever it stimulates all the human senses. The user should get fully focused onto 
the new identity and world he explores.

Amount of senses stimulated at once



The Absorption Trait
Players have some say in how immersed they get in a game. Some people just have 
more spatial ability and can build those mental models of game worlds more readily 
and make them more vibrant. Thus, the ‘Absorption Trait’.



The Suspension of Disbelief

Other times the player takes a more active role. Some players simply 
want to believe in the illusion, and will induce their own bias towards 
accepting the "I am there" hypothesis.



Involvement

Researchers have also pointed to a concept they call "involvement" which 
is a media user's desire to act in the make-believe world.



Case Study: Half-Life: Alyx V.S Skyrim VR



Why compare these two games?
I felt these games were both trying to achieve the same thing; deliver an ultimate 
immersive experience by having the player feel like they are within a new world. One 
aims for a futuristic dystopia and the other a historical fantasy.



First Impressions: Half-Life Alyx

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Cl4fK5DJaDPgYxivCv73k13ngytXVBDw/preview


First Impressions: The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim 
VR

https://docs.google.com/file/d/19XNQFoi2NCAZbe7v4THlgcOTbMpoL9q3/preview


What Makes Half Life: Alyx Immersive?
- Incredible graphics that make the environment look real.

- Beautiful sound design that surrounds you and gives you a sense of space.

- Advanced physics, giving objects some feeling of weight as you lift them and throw 

them.



What Makes Skyrim NOT Immersive?
- Very limited interaction with the controllers 

- Lower quality graphics detract from the realism and remind you constantly that you 

are in a game not the real world

- Poor sound design that doesn’t give you a surround sound experience



Why Is Fidelity Important For Immersive Experiences?

The current technology requires a certain amount of suspension of disbelief to be truly 

immersed, and the goal of fidelity is to aid in this. If the goal is to be immersive, the best way 

to start is to be realistic. This is not to say realism is the only desired outcome, or the only 

one that will work. But it does require less suspension of disbelief.



Practical Project: ‘Terra Terra! VR Experience’ 



‘Terra Terra! VR Experience’ Behind the 
Scenes 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IZ8X_8uB9pNnK4t_DJDs1JJwA-3KkKO-/preview


‘Terra Terra! VR Experience’ Behind the 
Scenes 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Fn2ZG4TYPdYDrdKu4vBm0_BnFSAIuoTK/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Fn2ZG4TYPdYDrdKu4vBm0_BnFSAIuoTK/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1HJZBvkmzFrPU3dxpKIcXyH90LJfwA9va/preview


Thank You For Listening
‘’Storytelling is communication. There is no limit to the tools we use. When a new tool is available, 
the only way to know it’s limits is to try. I hope this panel has inspired you to try.’’


